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INFORMATION VISUALIZATION SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 

0001. The present application is a continuation of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 1 1/699,061, filed Jan. 26, 2007 
which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Applica 
tion No. 60/762,580, filed Jan. 28, 2006, which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates in general to a tree 
based information visualization system and in particular to a 
system having particular usefulness in visualizing the struc 
ture of a World Wide Web (“WWW or “Web’) site or any 
information or database hierarchy. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The Web today has become an enormous source of 
information and users have access to a steadily increasing 
number of Web pages, generally linked in a non-intuitive 
manner. The Web is popularly referred to as “cyberspace.” 
However, the extent to which it constitutes a readily navigable 
space in the everyday sense of the word is questionable. 
Consequently, repeatedly reported problems in Web naviga 
tion are not knowing where you are, not knowing how to get 
back to previously visited information, and not knowing 
which sites have already been visited. The problem of users 
disorientation in the Web which emerges from the high com 
plexity of the Web environment is often referred to as the “lost 
in cyberspace' problem. 
0004 Various approaches have been proposed to catego 
rize and sensibly present Web data efficiently to users. For 
example, the structure of the Web can be modeled as a graph 
wherein the nodes are HTML pages, and a hyperlink from one 
page to another is represented as a directed edge. An alterna 
tive are tree hierarchies. An advantage of trees is that they 
have much simpler structures than graphs which make them 
easier to display in an aesthetically pleasing manner. 
0005. A map or visualization of a Web site or other infor 
mation repository reduces the user's cognitive load when 
trying to navigate a virtual space. That is, it reduces the 
burden on long term and working memory, Summarizing the 
information about the structure and organization that would 
otherwise have to be remembered. Therefore, extensive effort 
has been put in developing methods to visually represent Web 
data. Pad++, Hy-, Navigational View Builder, HyperSpace, 
Natto, Ptolomaeus, MAPA, Disk Trees, Dome Trees, VISVIP, 
BrowsingGraph/Browsingleons, XML3D, HotSauce, 
MemoSpace, Grokker, and WebTracer are some of the meth 
ods specifically designed to represent Web data in order to 
improve navigation through the Web, reduce disorientation 
problems within the Web, and increase the ease and speed of 
exploring and retrieving pages of interest. Other methods 
such as Space Tree, Treemaps and Hyperbolic Tree, which 
were initially designed to visualize hierarchical data, have 
also been adapted to map Web data. All of the foregoing are 
described in detail by their authors in documents submitted 
with an accompanying information disclosure Statement. 
0006. However, very few of these methods have been 
adopted and are currently being used as viable solutions to the 
lost in cyberSpace problem. Reasons may include requiring a 
large amount of resources from the host computer (Natto, 
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MemoSpace, Hyperspace, HotSauce, MAPA, Navigational 
View Builder, WebTracer), unaesthetic drawings (Ptolo 
maeus, Disk Trees, Dome Trees, BrowsingGraph/Brows 
ingleons), inefficient use of screen space (Pad----, Space Tree, 
Hyperbolic Tree and XML3D), and being counterintuitive to 
how humans perceive relational information (Treemaps). 
0007. The following sets forth in more detail the deficien 
cies of Some of the foregoing and other Web mapping appli 
cations. 

0008 Pad---- lacks the ability to show which Web pages 
have already been visited and Web pages that will arise in the 
future. In addition, Pad++ does not make efficient usage of the 
Screen Space. 
0009 Hy-- does not make efficient usage of the screen 
space. Another drawback is when a user clicks the “Back” and 
“Forward” button in the Web browser, the edge in the visual 
ization representing this action is omitted. Omitting this 
action fails to answer the “where have I been?' question. 
0010 Navigational View Builder uses a database-oriented 
hypermedia system, which over time becomes out-of-date. 
Also, it does not make efficient use of space. 
0011 HyperSpace uses an adapted browser and separate 
program to extract links from visited pages. Other drawbacks 
of HyperSpace are that the links and sphere nodes are heavily 
occluded, browsing history is not tracked, and the system is 
not synchronized with a Web browser. 
0012 Natto limits the number of nodes that may comfort 
ably occupy the flat plane (occlusion issue), and the range of 
pages is fixed. 
0013 Ptolomaeus shows only the Web pages that appear 
in the visualization after the Web crawler completes the Web 
page retrieval process. Also, another drawback of Ptolomaeus 
is in its inefficient use of space. 
(0014 MAPA uses labels and cards to represent the WWW 
and the information quickly becomes occluded. Also, MAPA 
is not dually synchronized with a Web browser. And, all the 
mapped information is stored in a database and not captured 
in real time. 

00.15 Disk Trees uses many overlaying linking edges that 
occlude information. Another drawback of Disk Trees is that 
it is a bottom-up algorithm. That is, the whole tree needs to be 
processed before displaying it to the user. 
0016 Dome Trees is similar to Disk Trees in that it is a 
bottom-up algorithm. 
0017. VISVIP makes poor use of space and it has no clear 
way of labeling the boxes. 
0018 BrowsingGraph/Browsingleons uses a Web 
browser that is not completely integrated within the system. 
The algorithm used to draw the graph, which represents how 
the Web pages are related, is not space-efficient. That is, there 
is considerable much white space in the drawing area that is 
unused. 

0019 XML3D contains node/label occlusion and the dis 
tant features within the three-dimensional space are distorted. 
Furthermore, it contains long connecting edges between 
nodes. Long connecting edges in a graph are more difficult to 
follow than shorter edges. 
0020. Among the drawbacks of HotSauce are its difficul 
ties in finding pages and, once immersed in the space and 
surrounded by blocks, it is easy to become disoriented. 
Another drawback with HotSauce is the frequent occlusion of 
labels. 
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0021 MemoSpace does not make efficient usage of the 
screen space and labels denoting a Web page's address are 
large in size and occlusive. 
0022 Grokker, developed by Groxis Inc., is a Web-based 
tool used to visualize Web data. Grokker allows user to enter 
federated searches and organizes the results in two ways: 
outline view and map view. The map view uses a radial layout 
algorithm. Unlike the present invention, Grokker organizes 
Web databased on content relationships. The present inven 
tion creates a hierarchy of Web pages based on their location 
in the WWW. Another difference between Grokker and the 
present invention is that Grokker visualizes a broad range of 
pages Stemming from the user's query. In contrast, the present 
method visualizes a particular area in the WWW starting from 
a user-specified Web page. 
0023 WebTracer uses a system in which Web crawling 
and visualization are separate and not integrated synchro 
nized processes. WebTracer possesses other drawbacks: (1) 
the user can click on an atom (Web page) and the Web page 
appears in the computer's default Web browser; (2) it does not 
make efficient usage of the screen space, and (3) it contains 
many edge intersections, which makes it harder to understand 
the Web pages relationships. Indeed, the web visualization 
produced by WebTracer appears as a disorienting three-di 
mensional “starburst'. While user can manipulate the image 
to view it from any desired direction, the image itself is static 
and unanimated. A comparison between the present Solution 
and WebTracer was performed by the inventors. The instant 
solution and WebTracer were used on the same computer, 
using the same Internet speed, and starting from the same 
Web page. The advantageous results of the present Solution 
compared to WebTracer were as follows: 
0024 Computer Memory (RAM) 27% more efficient. 
0025 Computer processing (CPU) 50% more efficient. 
0026 Web crawling speed 63% faster. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0027. The present invention provides a Web browsing and 
visualization method that overcomes the individual deficien 
cies of the prior art by introducing a novel Web browsing and 
visualization method as a viable solution to the lost in cyber 
space problem, with the following innovative combination of 
features: 
0028 Real-time functionality: In contrast to previous 
methods, which use prerecorded information to generate 
visualizations, the present method retrieves and displays Web 
data in real-time (i.e., not archived or pre-recorded). 
0029 Synchronization: Unlike previous methods, which 
either are stand-alone visualizations or use a separate Web 
browser to display Web pages, the present method brings 
browsing and visualization together, Synchronized in the 
same interface. Synchronization of the interfaces resolves the 
previously observed dilemmas in the study of Supporting 
tools used when retrieving information from the Web. 
0030 Tree-based engine: Humans perceive relational 
information more easily if it is modeled in visual rather than 
literal (e.g., outline) form. As mentioned above, various 
approaches have been posed to categorize and sensibly 
present Web data efficiently to users. For example, the struc 
ture of the Web can be modeled as a graph wherein the nodes 
are HTML pages, and a hyperlink from one page to another is 
represented as a directed edge. An alternative are tree hierar 
chies. An advantage of trees is that they have much simpler 
structures than graphs which make them easier to display in 
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an aesthetically pleasing manner. Similar to several previous 
methods such as Pad++, Space Tree, and Hyperbolic Tree, the 
present system and method uses a tree-based visualization 
engine. 
0031 Space-efficiency: Providing space-efficient visual 
representations of Web data is of utmost importance given the 
large amount of information and the limited space available 
on the screen of a computer monitor. As used herein, the 
screen of a "computer monitor” means any means by which 
images may be perceived by a user including, without limi 
tation, the screens of a stand-alone computer monitor, a com 
puter-compatible television monitor, a laptop or other com 
pact computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular 
telephone, or any like device presently known or hereinafter 
developed. Previous methods which use graph-based engines 
for visualization do not make good use of the screen space by 
not properly filling the available white space with informa 
tion. Providing more information in an on-screen visualiza 
tion (and thus minimizing the white space) is preferred, as the 
human brain is capable of filtering the information more 
efficiently. The tree-based rings engine of the present inven 
tion displays the information in a smaller area than previous 
systems. Thus, the system requires less screen space to dis 
play the same amount of information, or it can display more 
information in the same amount of screen space, in relation to 
prior comparable systems. 
0032 Efficient use of host computer resources: Previous 
non-graph-based methods require a significant amount of 
resources from the host computer. Given the diversity of Web 
users, it cannot be assumed that most own computers with 
Such capabilities. The present method requires comparatively 
limited resources, thus making it simpler for everyday Web 
users to access and use the present system. 
0033 Moreover, although the present invention is dis 
closed herein in connection with visualizing Web data, it can 
be applied to portray any information hierarchy. 
0034. Other details, objects and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent as the following description 
of the presently preferred embodiments and presently pre 
ferred methods of practicing the invention proceeds. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0035. The invention will become more readily apparent 
from the following description of preferred embodiments 
thereof shown, by way of example only, in the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 
0036 FIGS. 1(a), 1(b), 1 (c) and 1(d) depict a typical lost in 
cyberspace traversal path; 
0037 FIG. 2 is a representative example of imagery a user 
might experience when viewing a computer monitor Screen 
and using an information visualization system according to 
the present invention; 
0038 FIG. 3 illustrates mathematical variables employed 
by a presently existing rings-type information visualization 
algorithm when graphically depicting hierarchical informa 
tion; 
0039 FIG. 4 is an enlarged view of an exemplary visual 
ization window that may be displayed by an information 
visualization system according to the present invention; 
0040 FIG. 5 illustrates a further presently preferred fea 
ture of an information visualization system according to the 
present invention; 
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0041 FIGS. 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), 6(d) and 6(e) depict progres 
sive animation states of an information visualization system 
according to the present invention 
0042 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram depicting the process by 
which the present system processes all web pages; 
0043 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram depicting the process by 
which the present system processes a single Web page and 
extracts Web links therefrom; 
0044 FIG.9 is an algorithm illustrating the logic by which 
the present system adds a Web page to the visualization of the 
present invention; 
0045 FIG. 10 is a representative example of a parameter 
window according to the present invention; and 
0046 FIG. 11 is a representative example of a statistics 
window according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0047 Ordinary Internet users often get lost in cyberspace 
because they have no idea what to expect as they traverse the 
space (i.e., they have no spatial context as they move about the 
Web). In addition, there does not exist a consistent, standard 
methodology for organizing distinct Websites. Consequently, 
users of the Web suffer from information overload because 
they have the option of too many Web pages to visit. As seen 
in FIGS. 1(a)-1(d) a typical “lost in cyberspace' scenario 
could be as simple as the following: a user, while browsing the 
Web, proceeds from Website A (FIG. 1(a)) when finding an 
interesting link to Website B (FIG. 1(b)). While at Website B, 
the user finds another interesting link. This takes the user to 
Website F (FIG. 1(c)) where the user browses and chooses 
another link that leads the user to Website J (FIG.1(d)). At this 
point, the user wants to go back to where she started and 
wonders where she was when she originally started browsing. 
The user can use the back option and gauge her location, but 
there is no context to this method. The present system aids in 
minimizing the frequency of this scenario and is intended to 
provide a mapping of the location within the cyberSpace 
which is understandable to both ordinary and sophisticated 
users of the Web. 
0048. Another “lost in cyberspace' scenario can occur 
when using the back and forward functionality of a Web 
browser. The scenario is as follows: a user starts at Website A, 
then proceeds to Website B. After finding no desired links, the 
user clicks back to return to Website A. Now, the user chooses 
Website C, and after failing to discover interesting informa 
tion, returns back to Website A. With the back and forward 
functionality, the user can traverse backward and forward in 
his or her browsing history, but in this scenario after going to 
Website C, Website B escapes the forward traversal Web 
browsing functionality and it does not appear in the drop 
down list that contains recently visited pages. Once the user 
understands the Website map layout and animation process of 
the present invention, the lost in cyberspace problem is elimi 
nated. 
0049 Furthermore, regular Internet users normally take 
less than a few seconds to evaluate a Website and decide 
whether or not to stay and browse. In this regard, another 
advantage of the present system is that it offers a solution that 
can help a Website designer to better design and present the 
information in a Website by easily visually analyzing the 
Website design in order to improve the “stickiness” of the 
Website (i.e., increasing the noticeability of Web pages and 
minimizing the time ordinary users spend locating informa 
tion on the Website). 
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0050. The present invention also complements search 
engine searches in that sense that once a user is at a desired 
Website, the user has a clearer understanding of the Website 
and is able to locate desired information and other related 
information more efficiently. 
0051 FIG. 2 is a representative example of generalized 
imagery a user might experience when viewing a computer 
monitor screen when using the information visualization sys 
tem according to the present invention. As seen in FIG. 2, 
from the end user's visual perspective, the present system is 
divided primarily into two main parts: a browser window 10 
and a visualization window 12. The user views the image of 
the Web page on which she is currently residing on one region 
of the computer monitor screen (browser window 10). Con 
currently, a user would view a tree-based, rings-type visual 
ization of a graphical map of the entire Website (subject to 
limitations imposed by the user, discussed below) on another 
region of the computer screen (visualization window 12). The 
visualization window displays a map of all pages of a Website 
(including those the user has already visited as well as those 
the user may choose to visit) without the user having to 
physically navigate through the Web pages. This is in contrast 
to prior systems wherein the user could view on a single 
screen either a map of a Website or a Web page associated 
with that site on her computer screen, but not both at the same 
time. 
0.052 Optionally deployable parameter window 14 
(FIGS. 2 and 10) and/or statistics window 15 (FIG. 11), 
discussed below, may also be made visible on the user's 
computer screen if the user so chooses. The data presented on 
the parameter and statistics windows 14 and 15 are interre 
lated and may be of interest to ordinary end users as well as 
Web designers. 
0053. The present system comprises a Web browser whose 
output is displayed by browser window 10. The browser may 
be provided with any range of functionality from minimal to 
Sophisticated (including Such features as “favorites'. 
“refresh”, “stop”, “history”, “print', and the like). Using the 
browser, the user enters a Web address in the provided URL 
textbox 16. Upon entering an address, if valid, the selected 
Web page loads and displays in browser window 10. Next 
(Forward) and Back buttons 18 and 20 are included to allow 
for traversal through already viewed pages. 
0054. A more detailed discussion of the underlying logic, 
layout and operation of the visualization window 12 is pro 
vided hereinbelow. Preferably, although not necessarily, the 
graphical user interface (“GUI' or “interface') of the system 
uses freely floating windows. In this way, the user can move 
each window to a desired location, based on available free 
space or screen layout preference. 
0055. The visualization engine of the present invention is 
an adaptation of the “Rings' information visualization tech 
nique posited by Soon Tee Teoh and Kwan-Liu Ma in Pro 
ceedings 10" International Symposium on Graph Drawing, 
Vol. 2528, pp. 268-275, 2002, the disclosure of which is 
provided in the accompanying information disclosure state 
ment. However, in the interest of complete disclosure, the 
following is a description of the “Rings' information visual 
ization and animation process in general and as deployed in 
the present system, in particular. 
0056 Radial graph visualizations locate the focus node at 
the center of the layout and nodes connected to the focus node 
radiate outwardly on uniformly separated rings. In the 
“Rings' algorithm a tree is drawn as a circle with the root 
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s placed in the center; hence it is called “Rings.” The “Rings 
algorithm establishes the geometrical plane step of interactive 
visualization. The subtrees rooted at the children of the root 
are drawn recursively as circles placed in concentric rings 
around the center of the circle in such a way that efficient use 
of space is ensured. 
0057. In the original “Rings' algorithm, the children of the 
root first are divided into N categories according to their size. 
One ring is assigned to each category. Thus, the outer rings 
consist of the “largest trees while the inner rings consist of 
the “smallest ones. In this way each tree is allocated space 
according to its needs. However, because of this ordering 
based on the size of the children, the algorithm needs to know 
the entire tree before it can start generating the drawing. That 
is, the original “Rings' algorithm produces a visualization 
based on pre-existing information and cannot provide a visu 
alization of evolving information in real time. 
0058. In contrast, the present invention produces a rings 
type visualization in real-time. To achieve this effect, a top 
down drawing algorithm is needed. More particularly, the 
present system departs from the original “Rings' algorithm 
by not organizing the Subtrees based on their sizes. This 
distinction thus allows the present algorithm to start drawing 
the tree much sooner. While slightly less efficient than the 
original version of Rings in terms of use of space, the present 
system allows for a much faster generation of the drawing. 
The outcome is a speed increase in visualization productivity 
which is very significant and unique to the present invention. 
0059 Another modification to the “Rings' algorithm lies 
in the arrangement of nodes inside the tree. Since the size of 
a tree is disregarded, arranging the rings based on a tree's need 
is irrelevant. Therefore, in the present system all nodes of the 
tree are equivalent. Thus, in the present visualization, the best 
method of arranging the nodes is to draw them as close to the 
same size as possible for every ring in the tree, hence making 
the nodes appear Substantially visually equal. To achieve this 
effect, a new arrangement algorithm was developed (dis 
cussed below). 
0060. As mentioned above, “Rings' places circles corre 
sponding to children in concentric rings around the center of 
the parent node. Connecting the centers of n equal circles 
placed in a ring makes an n-sided regular polygon. In FIG. 3, 
0=TL/n, where n is the number of circles in a ring, and 0 is in 
radians. A simple relationship can be derived between the 
number of children circles in the outermost ring and the 
percentage of area taken up by the ring. Next, f(n), the fraction 
of the area left aftern circles have been placed in the ring is 
given by: 

7ty 2 

(R. (1 - sin(o) ( – sini) 
f(n) = s = = 

(R) (1 + sin(6)) (1 -- sin) 
it. 

0061. Using this relationship, the number of children to be 
placed in each concentric ring can be determined. 
0062. The rings-type algorithm of the present invention 
populates the graphical map displayed by visualization win 
dow 12 differently from the original “Rings' algorithm. More 
particularly, the instant algorithm departs from the original 
"Rings' algorithm by starting using the input N, the total 
number of circles (nodes) to place in the Web visualization 
map's outer boundary circle. Next, the present algorithm 
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finds the value k, the number of nodes to be placed in the 
outermost ring of circles within the outer boundary circle. 
The value k is determined by calculating which value of f(k), 
where k is an integer between {1,2,..., N, has the smallest 
fractional difference to the percentage of children used. Pref 
erably, for optimum use of space, the percentage of space 
used in the outermost ring (and recursively calculated inner 
rings, discussed below) is as close as possible to the percent 
age of the total number of children (nodes) used in that par 
ticular ring space (i.e., k/Nsf(k)). The following is 
pseudocode for determining k: 

Algorithm Find k 
Input: the total number of nodes (children) in a tree, 

Output: the number of circles to place in a ring, k; 
miniDifference = INFINITY: 
//Find the arrangement that results in the percent of 
nodes and area left after placement being the closest. 
for each number of node i in N{ 
area.Left = f(i); 
nodesLeft = 1 - (i/N); 
if (area.Left < nodesLeft) then 

difference = nodesLeft - areaLeft: 
else 

difference = areaLeft- nodesLeft: 
if (difference < minDifference) { 

miniDifference = difference: 
kToReturn = i. 

f/Do not want one node left, so add to previous 
if (N-k ToReturn) = 1 then 

return (kToReturn+1): 
returnk ToReturn; 

end Algorithm. 

0063) Next, k circles are placed in the outermost ring. The 
rest of the children are placed recursively in the same way in 
sequential inner rings, with each new input N for each Sub 
sequent inner ring equaling the previous N minus the previous 
k (denoting how many circles remain after placing knodes in 
the previous ring that may be possibly placed in the remaining 
inner rings). 
0064. This variation in the basic “Rings' algorithm is one 
of the main advantages of using the present algorithm. That is, 
only one level of information is needed in advance to produce 
a first drawing of a tree. Thereafter, the drawing can be refined 
in real-time by filling up the circles drawn in the previous step 
as new information becomes available. This new information 
allows the user to “browse into the future' because the newly 
drawn Web pages, which appear deeper in the hierarchy, can 
be evaluated without having to load them into the Web 
browser. In addition, there are no edge crossings inside child 
nodes which results in less clutter in the visualization. The 
only crossings that occur in the visualization are the edges 
that connect a parent node to its children. 
0065 “Rings' and the present adaptation thereof are 
focus-plus-context algorithms, i.e., a part of the tree is pre 
sented in great detail while the rest of the tree is kept visible, 
but with a lower degree of detail. The user has complete 
control of which data she wants to see more clearly. The focus 
is the tree with the root placed in the center of the main circle 
since that tree has the largest allocated drawing area. The user 
can change focus by selecting a subtree rooted in one of the 
children of the main root or by selecting a Web link, which 
exist in the visualization, via the browser. If the child was 
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selected via the browser and does not exist in the visualiza 
tion, the visualization and crawling will completely restart at 
the Web page (parent page) shown in the browser window 10. 
However, if the child page selected via the browser does exist 
in the visualization, that child will be moved to the center of 
the drawing and the parent will be moved to the side and 
eventually absorbed within the selected child page. Accord 
ing to the invention, this is performed as a Smooth animation, 
described in FIGS. 6(a)-6(e) in order to preserve the user's 
mental map of the related pages. The refocusing functionality 
establishes the view navigation step of interactive visualiza 
tion. After the refocusing is complete, the Web page that the 
new focus node represents is loaded by the browser into the 
browser window 10. This cooperation between the visualiza 
tion window 12 and browser window 10 illustrates the very 
important synchronizing capability of the present system. 
0066. In addition, the algorithm set forth above is useful 
for producing a two-dimensional visualization of a particular 
Website. It is also contemplated that a suitable algorithm may 
be employed to produce a three-dimensional visualization of 
a Website. Three-dimensional visualizations offer more flex 
ibility in displaying the information, but may be too informa 
tion intensive for the ordinary end user, although they may be 
desirable for Website designers or analysts that may want to 
have a three-dimensional map of a Website. 
0067 FIG. 4 is an enlarged view of visualization window 
12 of FIG. 2 and depicts further presently preferred features 
of the information visualization system according to the 
present invention that could not be clearly depicted in FIG. 2 
because of limited space. As seen in FIG. 4, each defined 
“subtree' node 22 of a parent ring 24 in the visualization 
window 12 is preferably provided with a label 25 which 
generally categorizes the content of the Web pages of that 
subtree node. Labels 25 may, but not necessarily, include 
prominent link identifiers shown in the Web page displayed in 
browser window 10. In the illustrated example, for instance, 
labels 25 may include the “Current Students”, “Prospective 
Students’. Rowan University Alumni", "Parents & Family”, 
“Visitors & the Community”, “News & Events' and links to 
other Web pages featured on the Web page displayed in the 
browser window 10. 

0068. As also shown in FIG. 4, is it preferable that the 
edges or links to previously selected nodes radiating from the 
currently selected node be symbolized as arrows or vectors to 
distinguish them from unselected nodes. 
0069 FIG.5 shows a further presently preferred feature of 
the information visualization system of the present invention. 
Assume a user has reached a valid page on a Website (which 
is displayed in browser window 10). Assume also that the user 
wants to “pre-screen other pages of that Website via links 
existing on the displayed page in the browser window. If a link 
in the displayed Web page is hovered over, left or right clicked 
or otherwise selectively identified by a user, and if the link 
exists in the visualization system, then the location of the link 
is identified (such as, for example, by illumination, highlight 
ing, change in color, change in shade, or the like, in the 
visualization window 12), thereby establishing a truly syn 
chronized system between display and visualization. Concur 
rently, a “read only image 27 of the Web page to be pre 
screened is displayed on the user's computer monitor screen, 
preferably superimposed over browser window 10 and visu 
alization window 12. In accordance with the present inven 
tion, the pre-screened Web page image 27 is generated in 
real-time and displays the image as it presently exists. Simi 
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larly, and significantly, Web pages may also be loaded in the 
browser and displayed in browser window 10 and/or pre 
screened when chosen from links contained in the visualiza 
tion window 12. 
(0070 A related but different feature is presently offered by 
the search engine 'ask.com'. However, the ask.com "pre 
screen” image is a pre-recorded archive image of the web 
page that is selected by a Website manager. It may be hours 
old, days old, weeks old, or even older. Unlike image 27 of 
FIG. 5, it is not a real-time pre-screen image Such as that 
which would be produced by the Web page processing logic 
of the information processing system according to the present 
invention, which analyzes a Web site in real-time in the man 
ner described in greater detail below. Even though the pre 
screen image is a real-time capture. Some time is needed in 
generating and displaying the image. 
0071 Progressive animation states of a Website visualiza 
tion depicting how continuous animation is implemented in 
the visualization window 12 in accordance with the present 
system are presented in FIGS. 6(a)-6(e). 
(0072 FIG. 6(a): The user selects a node 22 (subtree) from 
a parent node 24 for focus change. According to the invention, 
the parent or main node is the largest node displayed in 
visualization window 12. Upon selection, the selected node 
(Subtree) may be changed to a predetermined or predeter 
minable color shade different from the color shade of the 
other subtree nodes of the parent node to distinguish it from 
the other subtree nodes. Alternatively, once selected, node 22 
may be changed to a predetermined or predeterminable color 
different from the other nodes. 
0073. Additionally, in order reduce the likelihood of user 
confusion as to which node she may potentially select, it is 
preferable, although not necessary, that only the label of the 
currently “hovered over node remain visible while the labels 
of the other nodes are turned off, as shown in FIG. 6(a). 
(0074 FIG. 6(b): The selected node 22 is extracted from the 
parent node 24 and enlarges while the parent node shrinks. 
The selected node is then located partially outside of the 
parent node. In addition, the link between the two nodes is 
desirably thickened to more clearly display the user's history 
trail. 
0075 FIG. 6(c): The selected node 22 continues to enlarge 
and becomes located completely outside of the initial parent 
node 24 as the initial parent node continues to shrink. 
(0076 FIG. 6(d): The selected node 22 expands to the size 
of the initial parent node and the initial parent node 24 shrinks 
the size of the children in the new main (selected) node. At 
this point, space 26 is made available in the lower right part of 
the new larger node 22. 
(0077 FIG. 6(e): Once room inside the node 22 has been 
made available, the former parent node 24, now shrunk, 
moves to the newly created space 26 of FIG. 4(d) and node 22 
becomes the new parent or main node displayed in visualiza 
tion window 12. 
0078. Although not preferred, it is also conceivable that 
the foregoing animation process, which is desirably smooth 
and continuous, may be eliminated partially or in its entirety. 
In Such case, the act of selecting a link as shown in FIG. 6(a) 
may be accompanied by little or no animation and the result 
shown in FIG. 6(e) may appear with little or no intermediate 
animation on the user's computer monitor screen. 
(0079 FIG. 6(e) also preferably displays the newest to 
oldest links selected by a user at the conclusion of the anima 
tion. In this regard, the chronological hierarchy of selected 
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links (i.e., most recent to oldest link) may be represented in 
the new parent node by at least one change in appearance 
between the newest visited link (i.e., most recently visited 
link) and the older visited link(s). 
0080 For example, the most recently visited link may be 
the thickest link and progressively more chronologically dis 
tant visited links may be represented by progressively thinner 
links. 

0081 Alternatively, the most recently visited link may be 
the darkest link with progressively more chronologically vis 
ited links may be represented by progressively lighter links. 
0082. The hierarchical order of most recent to oldest vis 
ited links may also be based on the visible spectrum. That is, 
the most recently visited link may be represented in red and 
each Successively more chronologically distant link may be 
represented by a different color along the visible spectrum, 
whereby the oldest would be represented in violet. Other 
color-based hierarchical chronological categorization 
schemes may be readily developed by persons of ordinary 
skill in the art and are considered to be within the scope and 
spirit of the present invention. 
0083 Still further, the most recent link may be represented 
by a solid or continuous line, the second most recently 
accessed link may be represented by a two-part segmented 
line, the third most recently accessed link may be represented 
by a three-part segmented line, and so on. 
0084. It is also contemplated that the reverse of any one or 
more of the foregoing schemes may also be used to indicate 
the most recent to the oldest node visited by the user. 
0085 Thus, the brightest (or darkest), thickest (or thin 
nest), least segmented (or most segmented), or otherwise 
most visibly prominent link, or visible spectrum sequenced 
(or other color-ordered) link, may be the most recently 
selected link and decreasingly bright (or dark), thick (or thin) 
or otherwise decreasingly visually prominent (and/or color 
ordered) links may represent links starting from the most 
recently selected link to oldest selected link. It is also con 
templated that the newest to oldest selected link may be 
represented by two or more of the distinguishing character 
istics described above. By way of illustration, but not limita 
tion, the link to the most recent node may be represented by 
any two or more of (a) darker, (b) thicker, and (3) solidline (as 
opposed to segmented line) in relation to the less recently 
selected links. 

I0086 FIG. 7 illustrates the manner by which the Web 
crawler of the present invention processes every page of a 
Website that is accessed via the URL textbox 16 of browser 
window 10 in real-time. The crawler is started at step 28 and 
begins querying each page of the site beginning with the page 
entered into the URL textbox 16 at step 30. That is, at step 32 
the crawler first determines whether a crawling thread is 
available. As described in greater detail below, the instant 
system is preferably a multi-threaded application for pur 
poses of efficiency and user convenience. If a thread is not 
unavailable, the crawler waits at step 34 until a thread is 
available. When a thread becomes available, the crawler 
crawls the first Web page in the queue at step 36. Thereafter, 
the crawler determines at step 38 whether the Web page 
responds within a selected period of time that may be manu 
facturer-predetermined or, more preferably, user-predeter 
minable as desired by the user, as described below. In the 
illustrated example, the response time is set at three seconds. 
If the Web page responds within the predetermined time, at 
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step 40 the crawler labels the page as processed. And, if 
additional pages of the Website are found by the crawler they 
are added to the queue. 
I0087. The crawler may determine that a Web page does not 
respond within the predetermined time. In that event, it pro 
ceeds to step 42 wherein it queries whether the Web page is 
found to be idled for selected number of times that may be 
manufacturer-predetermined or, more preferably, user-prede 
terminable as desired by the user, as described below. In the 
illustrated example, the idle Web page query is set at three 
cycles. If the Web page is found to be active within the 
predetermined number of query cycles, then the page is 
labeled as processed at step 40. If, however, the Web page 
does not respond within the set number of cycles as indicated 
by step 42, the crawler labels the page as idled and returns the 
page to the end of the queue at step 44. At the conclusion of 
step 40 or step 44, the crawler makes one crawling thread 
available at step 46 for the next web page in the queue. 
I0088 FIG. 8 reflects the process by which the present 
system processes a single presently known or possibly here 
inafter developed Web page and extracts Web links therefrom. 
This process represents that which may be used for extracting 
links from the currently most common types of Web pages. It 
is contemplated that a similar process may be used for other 
presently known although less commonly used types of Web 
pages or hereinafter developed types of Web pages without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 
At step 48, the crawler creates a file input/output (“IO) 
connection with the page's hypertext markup language 
(“HTML') document for parsing purposes. At step 50 the 
crawler then extracts the description and the keywords from 
the header of the HTML document. The crawler first searches 
the document at step 52 for every “Kahref=string. A hyper 
link or “link has two ends known as anchors, and a direction. 
The link starts at the “source' anchor and points to the “des 
tination' anchor, which may be any Web resource (e.g., an 
image, a video clip, a Sound bite, a program, an HTML 
document, an element within an HTML document, etc.). “a 
href defines a link between the source anchor and the desti 
nation anchor. At step 54 the crawler extracts the string fol 
lowing each HTML tag".<a href=” and defines that string as 
a link. At step 56 the crawler determines whether the link is of 
the desired file extension (e.g., .html, .php, etc.). It will be 
understood that any type of file extension may be included or 
excluded as acceptable or unacceptable files in accordance 
with the present invention. If at step 56 the crawler finds that 
the link is to an unacceptable file extension, the algorithm 
returns to step 52 and re-executes steps 52 and 54. If, however, 
the crawler finds the file extension to be acceptable it adds the 
link to the collection of found links for the Web page at step 
58. 

I0089. At step 60 the crawler queries whether any other 
tags exist between the start of the HTML tag and the end 
“</ad'. If the answer to that query is “yes”, then at step 62 the 
crawler extracts the text between the start and end of the 
HTML tag and sets that text as the label for a Web link. The 
crawler then returns to step 52 and then analyzes the next 
string following the next HTML tag "-a href='. If, however, 
at step 60 the crawler finds that a tag".<img = (image) exists, 
it proceeds to step 64 where it further scrutinizes the image 
file. More specifically, if the “img file is followed by “src”, 
i.e., “Kimg src='', then at step 66 the crawler extracts the text 
following “Kimg src= and sets that text as a label for a web 
link and returns to step 52 to analyze the next HTML tag "--a 
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href='. In the alternative, if the “img file is not followed by 
“Src, at step 68 the crawler removes all other tags and 
extracts the remaining text as a label for the Web link and 
returns to step 52 to analyze the next HTML tag "<a href=”. 
0090 FIG. 9 illustrates how the present invention adds a 
new Web page to the visualization application and, thus, to the 
visualization window 12. Beginning at step 70, the crawler 
analyzes every Web page it retrieves and, depending on user 
preference, determines at step 72 whether duplicate Web 
pages may be added to the visualization. If duplicate pages 
are permitted, then the algorithm creates a node correspond 
ing to the duplicate Web page at step 74 and returns to step 70 
to analyze the next retrieved Web page. If duplicate pages are 
not permitted, then the algorithm queries at step 76 whether 
the Web page already exists in the visualization. If the answer 
is “no', then the algorithm returns to step 74 to add the new 
node to the visualization and thereafter to step 70 to analyze 
the next retrieved page. If the answer is “yes”, then the algo 
rithm proceeds to step 78. 
0091. The present system and method defines the distance 
between two Web pages as the number of hyperlinks it takes 
to travel from one Web page to the other. At step 78, the 
algorithm of the instant invention uses the distance value of 
duplicate Web pages to determine whether the Web pages 
have at least a specified, preferably user-specified, distance 
between them. This distance is identified by reference 
numeral 84 of FIG. 10, described below. If the answer at step 
78 is “yes”, then the algorithm returns to step 74 to add the 
new node to the visualization and thereafter to step 70 to 
analyze the next retrieved page. If the answer at step 78 is 
“no', then the algorithm determines at step 80 to not add the 
Web page to the visualization and returns to step 70 to analyze 
the next retrieved page. 
0092 FIG. 10 represents a parameter window 14 contain 
ing some presently preferred parameters that affect the opera 
tion of the information visualization and design system 
according to the present invention. These parameters may be 
predetermined by a manufacturer. However, for optimum 
end-user flexibility it is preferred that one or more of these 
parameters may be adjusted or predeterminable by the end 
user. It will be understood that the listed parameters are 
merely descriptive, and not limitative, of the system's opera 
tional parameters that may be controlled by a user of the 
present invention. 
0093. Beginning at the top of parameter window 14 (al 
though the arrangement of the parameters is immaterial), the 
window preferably includes an 'Allow Duplicates' param 
eter 82 that allows a user to allow duplicate Web pages to be 
produced in the visualization. If checked, this box permits 
duplicate Web pages in the visualization. If not checked (the 
default state), only unique pages will appear in the visualiza 
tion. At present, the criterion for determining a duplicate Web 
page is a Web address. Duplicate links are generally undesir 
able, however, because, if included, less information is pre 
sented in the visualization, especially in the case of framed 
Websites. 

0094. Following the 'Allow Duplicates' parameter is a 
“Duplicate Release Number parameter 84. This parameter 
permits a Web page to be released from “duplicate” status if it 
is a certain distance away from its matching Web page posi 
tion in the visualization. “Distance' in the present context is 
defined as the depth into the visualization that a Web page 
appears. For instance, the root Web page is distance 0, its 
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children Web pages are distance 1, Web pages located within 
a Web page of distance 1 are defined as distance 2, and so on. 
0.095 The present invention preferably employs a multi 
threaded approach in which Web pages are accessed by dif 
ferent threads. As such, the user can assign the maximum 
number of threads to be employed via the “Max Threads' 
parameter 86 in the parameter window. It is desirable to limit 
the number of threads that can coexist in the system so that the 
processor is not overcharged. 
0096. A considerable problem to be resolved in order for 
effective functioning of the present invention is slow-answer 
ing servers. Some servers are slower to respond to the crawler. 
Other servers do not respond at all. Being a real-time system, 
the instant visualization needs information from the crawler 
without delay in order to be generated. For this reason, the 
parameter window 14 enables a user to establish time limits in 
which a server must respond. These time limits are selected 
by the user through the combination of the “Response Time” 
and “Disconnect Round Trip’ (Disconnect X RT) parameters 
88 and 90, respectively. If a server does not respond, it is 
placed in a queue with other non-responsive and unprocessed 
links for another “round trip’ and again served when a thread 
becomes available. In that event, the drawing algorithm will 
simply continue under the assumption that the page that could 
not be retrieved is not active. In order to keep the system 
real-time, the visualization first displays the links to which the 
crawler establish the quickest connection. Links with slower 
connections are simply added to the visualization while the 
user is analyzing the new information. And, if a link is not 
processed within the set number of round trips in parameter 
90, it is disregarded by the system and omitted from the 
visualization. 
0097. These time limits, although necessary in order to 
make the system real-time, may have a negative effect on the 
accuracy of the data displayed, depending on how fast the 
user is analyzing the new information. If the user is moving 
too quickly, somepages might be displayed as having no links 
deriving from them, while, in fact, they might just be located 
on slow servers. Our System enables users to adjust these time 
limits and decide whether they want a slower more accurate 
system or a faster less accurate one. 
(0098. The number of Web links extracted from a Web page 
is controlled by the “Children Limit parameter 92. Since the 
present visualization can handle any size tree, the user can 
limit the amount of data represented by adjusting the Children 
Limit parameter to preference. Link extraction is performed 
sequentially, and crawling is terminated when the Children 
Limit parameter is met, or the end of the Web page's HTML 
Source code is reached. 
0099. The frequency at which the visualization is updated 
or refreshed by the crawler's findings at the rate denoted by 
the “Update Time’ parameter 94. Additionally, the crawler is 
halted when a certain Website depth is reached. This depth is 
established by the visualization drawing the results at the 
desired depth at a circle radius smaller than the “Min (Mini 
mum) Radius' parameter 96. 
0100. To eliminate Web pages that may not be useful or 
desirable, the “Page Type Ban” parameter 98 allows the 
crawler to neglect specific Web page types as selected from 
menu 100, followed by clicking on either the Add or Del 
(Delete) buttons 102 and 104, respectively. In addition, the 
crawler skips links that have already been added to the visu 
alization. Once the user has entered the desired parameters 
into parameter window 14, she checks the “Save Changes' 
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box 106 and clicks on “OK” button 108. If the user decides 
not to save the changes, then she clicks on “Cancel button 
110 (partially obscured by menu 100 in FIG. 8). 
0101. It is also contemplated that one or more of the 
above-described parameters may be automatically deter 
mined (and preferably optimized) by an intelligent algorithm 
that monitors user behavior, system specifications (e.g., ana 
lyzes threads based on the user's system capability) and/or the 
user's connection specifications (e.g., dial-up versus cable, 
wireless or other Internet connection). 
0102 FIG. 11 represents a statistics window 15 that dis 
plays performance information about an information visual 
ization system according to the present invention. As the 
system progresses in time when analyzing a Website or other 
data Source, system performance statistics are updated in 
window 15. The statistics shown in window 15 preferably 
reveal the current status of the system as it is executing, i.e., in 
real time. Like parameter window 14 of FIG. 10, statistics 
window 15 is desirably selectively displayed (and selectively 
hidden) by a user. Representative, but not limitative, system 
performance statistics are as follows: 
(0103) Number of links (120): the total number of links 
located by the crawler, both processed and unprocessed. 
0104 Number of processed links (122): the number of 
processed links by the crawler. 
0105 Number of Idle Connections (124): the number of 
established connections in the idle state. The "idle state' 
refers to how many current non-responsive links are detected. 
0106 Number of Active Connections (126): the number of 
established connections which are active or in the running 
state. The “running state' refers to how many links the system 
is presently processing. 
0107 Number of Nodes (128): the current total number of 
nodes available in the visualization. 
0108 Links per Second (130): the rate at which links are 
added by the crawler for processing. 
0109 Update Tree (132): indicates whether the visualiza 
tion (i.e., the tree drawing graphic in visualization window 
12) is updating with new nodes. The indicator may be either 
“y”, “yes” or other recognizable symbol, e.g. “1” (for “posi 
tive') or “n”, “no' or other recognizable symbol, e.g. “0” (for 
“negative”). 
0110 Elapsed Time (134): the time in seconds since the 
application was launched. 
0111. It is preferable, although not necessary, that the sys 
tem performance data to be monitored is preselected by the 
system manufacturer. However, it is also contemplated that 
any system performance data chosen for monitoring (includ 
ing those identified above or otherwise) can be selected (and 
changed, if desired) by the end user. 
0112 The system parameters selected by the end user (or 
automatically determined by an intelligent algorithm) and 
displayed in parameter window 14 of FIG. 10 affect the 
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system performance data displayed in statistics window 15 of 
FIG. 11. Accordingly, the end user should be provided with 
instruction as to how the parameters of FIG. 10 impact the 
performance data monitored by the statistics window 15 of 
FIG 11. 

0113 Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration, it is to be understood that such 
detail is solely for that purpose and that variations can be 
made therein by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention as claimed herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-based information visualization system 

comprising: 
a browser window visible on a first region of a screen of a 

computer monitor; and 
a visualization window containing an animated graphical 
map of an information hierarchy visible on another 
region of a screen of a computer monitor, wherein said 
visualization window contains hyperlinks (“links') and 
nodes wherein animation of said graphical map is 
achieved by selecting a node contained in said visual 
ization window, wherein said animation of said graphi 
cal map comprises: (1) enlarging a selected node and 
concurrently reducing a parent node containing said 
Selected node, (2) creating space for the reduced former 
parent node in the enlarged selected node, and (3) plac 
ing the reduced former parent node in the space created 
in the enlarged selected node, whereby the enlarged 
Selected node becomes the new parent node. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein, at the conclusion of said 
animation, a change of appearance in visited links represents 
the newest to oldest selected links. 

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said change in appear 
ance is represented by a thickestone of a link between a parent 
node and a selected node being the most recently selected link 
between a parent node and a selected node. 

4. The system of claim 2 wherein said change in appear 
ance is represented by a darkest shade of a link between a 
parent node and a selected node being the most recently 
selected link between a parent node and a selected node. 

5. The system of claim 2 wherein said change in appear 
ance is represented by a predetermined color of a link 
between a parent node and a selected node being the most 
recently selected link between a parent node and a selected 
node. 

6. The system of claim 2 wherein said change in appear 
ance is represented by a solid line link between a parent node 
and a selected node being the most recently selected link 
between a parent node and a selected node. 
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